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tion difficulties. However, its complicated structure will
result in lower yields than for other lasers used as CW
sources. The DBR laser/modulator PIC is an ideal source
for multichannel WDM transmission systems.
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Equalization Technique to Reduce
Clipping-Induced Nonlinear Distortion in
Subcarrier-Multiplexed Lightwave Systems
Keang-Po Ho and Joseph M. Kahn
Abstract-A pretransmission compression and postdetection
decompression scheme is proposed to reduce the clippinginduced nonlinear distortion (NLD)in subcarrier-multiplexed
lightwave systems. In an AM-VSB CATV system, compression
using a two-segment, piecewise-linear transfer characteristic
promises to yield a 3.2-dB gain in carrier-to-noiseratio (CNR),
or a 11W0increase in the number of transmitted channels.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

MONG various impairments to lightwave systems
using subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) with intensity
modulation and direct detection, clipping-induced nonlinear distortion (NLD) at the laser transmitter provides
a fundamental limit to system carrier-to-noise ratio
(CNR) [ll-[6]. Analyses, simulations, and measurements
of clipping-induced NLD have been reported [11-[8]; how-
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ever, to our knowledge, no means has been proposed to
overcome this limitation.
In this letter, we propose to use a pretransmission
nonlinear compressor and a postdetection decompressor
to reduce the effects of NLD. As shown in Fig. 1, the laser
modulation current at the transmitter is prescaled by a
compressor circuit before passing to the laser. A postdetection decompressor is used at the receiver to restore the
original signal. The transfer characteristics of the compressor and decompressor are inverse functions of each
other, such that in the ideal case no nonlinear distortion
will be caused by the compression.
Assume that the input current to the scaler Z,(t> is an
SCM signal consisting of N channels, each having an
equal modulation index of m. The total root-mean-s uare
(RMS) modulation index is defined as p = Nm2/2.
Without compression, the carrier-to-NLD ratio per channel is given by the modified Saleh formula C/NLD(p)
= 6 ( 1 + 6p2)/~3e’/2p2
[l], [2]; more detailed formulas can be found in L31-461.
In this paper, we consider a compressor and decompressor having a two-segment, piecewise-linear transfer
characteristic, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The transfer characteristic is normalized to Zb = Ibias - Irh,
where Ibias and
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11. ANALYSIS

Fig. 1. Schematic of a subcarrier-multiplexed system using compression
to reduce the clipping-inducednonlinear distortion. The inset shows the
optical intensity and output voltage in systems with and without compression, at an instant of potential clipping.

The proposed compression will reduce NLD by extending the clipping limit. However, in the compression region
- ym < Im(t)/zb < -k the decompressor at the receiver
will increase the noise current by a factor p-', degrading
the system noise level. In the clipping region Zm(t)/Zb <
-ym the system will still be subject to NLD. For a
channel number N > 10, by the central limit theorem, the
input lm(t)/Ib can be accurately modeled as a Gaussian
random process having a zero mean value and a variance
of U; = Ifp'. Assuming that the system has a noise
variance of U: at the receiver (including both thermal
and shot noises), the total noise including the NLD is

0;'

= -w:
1

2

+ -erf(k/J?Sp)u:
1
2

+ -erfc
P-2
2

(y,k/fip)aj

+ NLD

(1)

where the first four terms correspond to the thermal and
shot noise contributed, respectively, by the regions:
Im(t)/Ib > 0, - k < Im(t)/lb < 0, - 'ym < Im(t)/Ib < -k7
and Im(t)/Ib < -7,.
The last term in (1) represents
NLD. The sum of the third and fourth terms is equal to
P-'erfc(k/ fip)u:/2.
Hence, the total CNR at the receiver is

Fig. 2. (a) Transfer characteristic of the compressor (in the decompressor, the slope p is replaced by a slope p-I). The input and output
current is normalized by I,. (b) A circuit having a similar transfer
characteristic to (a) (V-V instead of I-I).

I,, are the bias current and threshold current of the laser,
respectively. The transfer curve has a unit slope when
I i n / z b > -k and has slope p when zi,,/Zb < -k, where
p = (1 - k ) / ( y m - k). This compressor curve will extend
the clipping boundary from Im(t)/Ib < -1 to I,,$(t)/Ib <
-ym. This curve comprises one of the simplest nonlinear
transfer characteristics that can be implemented using
resistors, diodes, and voltage or current sources [9] (an
amplifier is needed when a slope greater than unity is
required). An example of a one-diode circuit with this
transfer characteristic is shown in Fig. 2(b). That circuit
implements a V-V characteristic, and an I-I characteristic can be realized using the dual circuit [9] and a current
amplifier. In place of the piecewise-linear compressor and
decompressor, one may employ any of a wide class of
transfer characteristics as long as one can realize the
required characteristics.

where pt = C / u 1 2 and P,, = C/u:. Although compression will increase the C/NLD ratio from C / N L D ( p ) to
C/NLD( p / y m ) , noise enhancement will induce a CNR
penalty of

For fixed ym and a specific value of p, there exists an
optimal value k = kept, which minimizes the CNR penalty
given by (3). Fig. 3 presents kept as a function of p, which
was obtained by numerical minimization for several values
of ym. As p increases beyond a value of about 0.4, kopt
decreases rapidly and reaches zero. In this case, the
compressor serves to scale down all negative values of
input current. If p is small, using the approximation
erfc(x) = C X 2 / x & , k,,, can be obtained analytically by
finding the root of a third-order equation, 2p2(ym- k ) =
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For most cases of interest, the CNR of the system is
approximately proportional to m and thus proportional to
p, and the CNR improvement provided by compression is
3 o.8
significant. For example, assuming that either with or
f 0.6
2
without compression a total power penalty of 1.46 dB is
permitted (corresponding to C/NLD = 60 dB without
- 0.4
,E
compression [4]), then compression will extend the RMS
8 0.2
modulation index from p = 0.243 to p = 0.353 (assuming
k = kept). This represents a 3.2-dB sensitivity improve0
ment, or a 110% increase in the number of channels. This
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
RMS Modulation Index F
RMS modulation index p is 36% higher than that given
by
the original fundamental limit ( p = 0.26).
Fig. 3. Dependence of kPPton the RMS modulation index, for different
values of ym. The approximate value, which is valid for small p, is also
Comparison with the Saleh limit will overestimate the
plotted for comparison.
improvement achievable using compression, because the
Saleh formula overestimates the NLD [3], [4]. Other stud10,
ies take into account the power spectrum of the noise and
8 .
obtain less NLD and smaller penalties. Among [31-[61, Shi
et al. [4] gives the smallest NLD and thus the smallest
ii
CNR penalty. As an example, we consider the third chan4 6'
nel of a typical 42-channel AM-VSB system [6]. A 1.46-dB
4 .
power penalty corresponds to p = 0.274. In this case,
1
compression yields a 2.2-dB sensitivity improvement, or a
2 .
66% increase in the number of channels.
0 .
The transfer characteristic in Fig. 2 may be imple0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.1
0.2
mented in straightforward fashion using an ideal diode
RMS Modulation Index p
and resistors; however, it is not an optimal compressor.
- Overall penalty
...... NLD penalty, Ref. 121
The
optimal compressor transfer characteristic can be
NLD penalty, Ref. 141
- Varlous lundamental limits, Refs. 121 141
obtained using the calculus of variations as a solution of
Euler's differential equation [101. The optimal transfer
Fig. 4. Power penalties in an AM-VSB CATV system versus RMS
characteristic will be of the form y ( x ) = erf ( x / 6 p ) /
modulation index. A compressor with ym = 2 is chosen.
erf ( ym/ 6 p ) . This kind of transfer characteristic may be
k(1 - kXy, + 1 - 2k). Fig. 3 also shows values of kopt difficult to implement and will not be discussed further
obtained by solution of this equation. For ym * 1, solution here.
The proposed compression/decompression scheme
of this vields
seeks to eliminate a small NLD by introducing and subseif
ym
P
1,
k
/
a
p
P
1.
kopt= (1 + 4=)/2,
quently removing a large NLD. In practice, there will be
(4) some mismatch of compressor and decompressor characFor p < 0.25, (4) will be a good approximation to kopt teristics, and mismatch will introduce NLD to the system.
when ym > 2.
Matching the slopes of the compressor transfer characterIn order to evaluate the improvement that can be istic ( @ and 1) to those in the decompressor ( @-' and 1,
obtained by compression and decompression, we study an respectively) can be achieved through the use of precision
AM-VSB CATV transmission system. For AM-VSB resistors. Each of these slopes is defined by a ratio of
CATV, the required CNR is 55 dB [l], [2]. Fig. 4 presents resistances; since this ratio will not change appreciably as
the power penalty incurred in an AM-VSB system with the temperature changes, neither will the slopes of the
and without compression. With three different choices of compressor and decompressor. It is also critical to match
k , we choose a value y, = 2 to reduce the clipping. The the kink in the decompressor transfer characteristic to
power penalties without compression are calculated using that in the compressor. Numerical study [ l l ] has shown
the modified Saleh formula 121. The fundamental limit that the kinks of the compressor and decompressor must
(power penalty = a) is extended by a factor of two from match within 0.3% for both composite second order (CSO)
p = 0.26 to p = 0.52 when compression is employed. In and composite triple beat (CTB) less than -65 dBc.
the region of interest, p = 0.25-0.4, the noise-enhance- Assuming a total signal swing of the order of 1 V, this
ment penalty (3) will be the dominant impairment, and implies a tolerable mismatch of several millivolts, which
NLD can be neglected. If one employs a fixed value can be easily achieved using standard band-gap reference
k = 0.5, then the compressed system will be noisier than techniques. If necessary, the decompressor kink may be
the normal system in the region p < 0.23. For a fixed adjusted under closed-loop control at the receiver. For
value k = 0.9, the CNR obtained is nearly optimal over example, one may leave a single channel empty and may
the range p < 0.35.
monitor the noise power in that channel to obtain an
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error signal. The decompressor kink can be adjusted ei- present without equalization. Our calculations indicate
ther by changing the voltage V , in the circuit of Fig. 2(b), that the RMS modulation index can be increased by 45%,
or by using an automatic gain control amplifier 1121 to which would represent a 3.2-dB sensitivity improvement,
or a 110% increase in the number of channels. Even a
adjust the decompressor input signal level.
The compressor generates higher order harmonics of conservative calculation gives a sensitivity improvement of
the input signal, broadening its spectrum and requiring 2.2 dB, or a 66% increase in the number of channels.
greater transmitter and receiver bandwidth than is needed
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